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Abstract
Two-dimensional (2D) organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites have been intensively
explored for recent years, due to their tunable band gaps and exciton binding ener-
gies, and increased stability with respect to three-dimensional (3D) hybrid perovskites.
There were fascinating experimental observations suggesting the existence of localized
edge states in 2D hybrid perovskites which facilitate extremely efficient electron-hole
dissociation and long carrier lifetimes. The observations and explanations of the edge
states are not quite converging implying that there can be multiple origins for the edge
state formation. Using first principles calculations, we demonstrate that layer edge
states are stabilized by internal electric fields created by polarized molecular alignment
of organic cations in 2D hybrid perovskites when they are two layers or thicker. Our
study gives a simple physical explanation of the edge state formation, and it will pave
the way for designing and manipulating layer edge states for optoelectronic applica-
tions.
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Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites are attractive photovoltaic materials because of
their high absorption coefficient,1 carrier mobility,2 and long carrier diffusion lengths.3–6 As
a result of intensive research, a remarkable improvement in solar cell efficiency from 3.8%
to 29.1%7,8 has been achieved during the past decade. As it has emerged that inherent
instabilities of three-dimensional (3D) hybrid perovskites to moisture, light and heat are
detrimental to actual usage in light harvesting applications, two-dimensional (2D) hybrid
peroskites have recently been suggested as stable alternatives for use in high-performing long-
lasting optoelectronic devices such as solar cells9–11 and light-emitting diodes (LEDs).12,13
Dimensional reduction of hybrid perovskites to 2D is achieved by inserting of long insu-
lating organic chains between adjacent inorganic layers. The general formula of 2D hybrid
peroskites is AnA’n−1MnX3n+1, where A is a large aliphatic or aromatic substituted ammo-
nium cation; A’ is a small organic cation such as methylammonium (MA) or formamidium
(FA); M is a divalent metal cation; X is a halide anion. In 2D hybrid perovskites, neighboring
inorganic layers are electrically decoupled by insulating organic spacers A, resulting in self-
assembled, n octahedral layers thick quantum well structures. 2D hybrid perovskites of thick-
nesses varying from a monolayer to seven layers have been synthesized in pure phases,14–16
and demonstrated promising environmental stability and photostability.11,17 Their tunability
of thickness and chemical composition enables control over optical properties such as band
gaps and exciton binding energies. As a result of quantum confinement and reduced dielec-
tric screening effects, the band gap and exciton binding energy of 2D hybrid perovskites
increase as the thickness n decreases.18
Experimentally, lower-energy layer edge states were observed in 2D perovskite flakes
(BA)2A’n−1PbnY3n+1 (BA = butylammonium; A’ = MA, FA; Y = Br, I) when n ≥ 2 or
3.19–21 These long-lived, localized edge states are thought to participate in exciton disso-
ciation pathways, leading to longer carrier lifetimes, and their use in photodetectors.22 To
control and harness these layer edge states, it is crucial to understand their origin and de-
pendence on atomic/molecular structure. While various intrinsic or extrinsic mechanisms
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for their formation have been proposed, including structural reorganization,23 loss of BA
ligands24 and formation of 3D perovskite on edges,25 it is not clear if a single mechanism is
dominant.
In this work, we show that layer edge states are stabilized by the alignment of organic
cations A’. Our first-principles density functional theory (DFT) simulations show that this
internal electric field leads to charge separation at the edges. This mechanism stabilizes layer
edge states for 2D hybrid perovskites with n ≥ 2 layers, but not for n = 1 perovskites, which
do not have small orientable A’ organic cations.
Figure 1: (a) Schematics of ribbon structures of 2D perovskites used for edge electronic
structure calculations, for n = 1, 2, and 3 in centrosymmteric and noncentrosymmetric
space groups. The dashed line is a guide for a unit cell. Here, ribbons of width w = 4 were
used in the calculations. (b) Band gaps of 2D perovskites in their interior (“2D bulk”) and
at their edges from experiments19 and calculations. The black dashed line indicates the band
gap of MAPbI3 which is the 3D counterpart.
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Using DFT calculations, we have studied the structural and electronic properties of
(BA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1 for n = 1, 2, and 3 as a representative of 2D hybrid perovskites.
Possible crystal structures consistent with X-ray diffraction include centrosymmetric as well
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as noncentrosymmetric variants.14,15 In general, the noncentrosymmetric structural variants
allow for ferroelectric ordering of the small organic MA cations situated between PbI6 oc-
tahedra when n ≥ 2. To understand their relative stability, we have performed structural
optimizations. As starting points, we included the configurations presented in Refs. 14,15,
and considered both centrosymmetric and noncentrosymmetic space groups for n ≥ 2. For
the n = 1 case, which has no orientable MA cations, we fully relaxed atomic positions of
the structure in centrosymmeric Pbca space group. For n = 2 and 3, we find that the non-
centrosymmetric structures in Pmn21 and Aea2 space groups are energetically more stable
than their centrosymmetric counterparts, in Pnnm and Cmce space group, by 80.75 and 782
meV/f.u., respectively. Full structural details are reported in the Supporting Information.
In the centrosymmetric structures, neighboring MA cations point in the opposite di-
rections and cancel the dipole moments of each other, whereas in the noncentrosymmetric
structures, there are finite dipole moments. We note that in these preferred structures for
n = 2 and 3, the MAs lie in the direction parallel to the 2D perovskite layers, giving rise
to in-plane internal electric fields, while the higher energy Ama2 structure for n = 2 has
MAs oriented perpendicular to the layers. Unlike the 3D perovskites, which have a flat
energy surface containing many competing local minima for freely rotating MA ions,27–31
the noncentrosymmetric structures found here are fairly stable by a few tens to hundreds
meV/f.u. (see Supporting Information Table S1), compared to the centrosymmetric local
energy minima. It is likely that large A cations play a role in restricting the fluctuations of
the inorganic lattice,32 and hence reducing the number of possible orientations of smaller A’
cations.
To understand the impact of A’ cation ordering on layer edge electronic structure, we
construct structural models of 2D perovskite layer edges for n = 1, 2 and 3 layers, as ribbon
structures in a supercell geometry, schematically shown in Figure 1a. For each of the 2D
bulk structures, we form edges along the (110) direction by cutting layers perpendicular to
the (-110) direction. The ribbons considered here are four octahedral units wide. Charge
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neutrality is conserved in these calculations by removing one BA ion from each edge of the
ribbon.
The calculated band gaps of 2D bulk and layer edges, and their dependence on layer
thickness n are summarized in Figure 1b. For the 2D bulk, band gaps are expected to
increase as n decreases because of the increasing quantum confinement effect. This trend
is captured by the DFT calculations, although the Ama2 2D bulk structure (n = 2) is an
outlier in that it has a much smaller band gap (0.790 eV, green star) than the other 2D bulk
phases. This occurs because a potential gradient perpendicular to the 2D perovskite layers
is generated by vertically aligned MA ions in this phase (Supporting Information Figure S2),
whereas the other phases have in-plane MA orientations. As a result, n = 2 in the Ama2
space group does not follow the monotonically decreasing band gap trend experimentally
observed.15 Because of this discrepancy, along with its higher formation energy than Pmn21
phase (845 meV/f.u.), we consider Ama2 to be an unlikely structure for n = 2. Even though
the overall values of the calculated band gaps are underestimated compared to experiments
due to the underestimation of correlation effects in DFT, we expect that the trends arising
from quantum confinement effects are accurately represented at the DFT level, as are the
polarization induced electrostatic effects discussed below.
Next, we compare the band gaps of 2D bulk and edges. As the system is confined further
from a 2D layer to a ribbon, additional quantum confinement effects arise which perturb
the electronic structure towards increasing band gaps. This effect is the strongest in n = 1,
in the calculations as well as in the experiments, while the centrosymmetric structures for
n ≥ 2 do not show much change in their band gaps between 2D bulk and ribbon forms. On
the other hand, other factors arise as layer edges are formed from noncentrosymmetric 2D
bulk structures. As we show below, the presence of in-plane polarization strongly modifies
the edge electronic structure in these cases. They show a large decrease in band gap when
the 2D bulk structures are compared to ribbons, by 1.04 eV and 0.735 eV for n = 2 and
3, respectively. This suggests that lower energy states at the edges are linked to symmetry
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breaking in 2D perovskites. Bulk and edge band structures in Figures 2a–c show that this
band gap narrowing arises from a shift in valence and conduction bands, instead of the for-
mation of mid-gap states. Incidentally, Rashba spin splittings around the Γ-point occur for
the noncentrosymmetric structures when n > 2 but not for n = 1, due to the requirement
of broken inversion symmetry.33 The band gap drops expected by the simulations are larger
than those observed in experiments, because MAs fluctuate around their average symmetric
orientations at room temperature,27–31 which is not considered in our calculations. In addi-
tion, while the edge states have been reported only for (BA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1 with n ≥ 3,
our calculations expect the lower energy edge states even for n = 2. Although it is expected
the noncentrosymmetric phases to be energetically favorable for both n = 2 and n = 3 from
our DFT calculations, where the consideration for entropy and thermodynamic effects at
finite temperature are missing, actual perovskite samples could exist in different phases at
room temperature. The energy difference between centrosymmetric and noncentrosymmet-
ric phases is about ten times shallower for n = 2 than n = 3, and n = 2 could be exist in
centrosymmetric form at room temperature, showing no evidence of edge states.
Partial charge densities of the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band
minimum (CBM) of 2D bulk and edges at the Γ-point are presented in Figures 2d and e,
showing that formation of lower-energy localized states at the edges is responsible for band
gap narrowing. For n = 1, the partial charge densities of 2D ribbon are dispersed over
the entire layer, just like those of their 2D bulk parent structure. On the other hand, for
n ≥ 2, the wave functions of the VBM and CBM are strongly localized at the edges. These
DFT calculations confirm that strongly localized edge states form in noncentrosymmetric 2D
perovskites where MA cations are aligned with each other and consequent internal electric
fields are, explaining why edge states are only observed in experiments when n > 1.19–21
The origin of layer edge states in the noncentrosymmetric structures is the formation of
in-plane internal electric fields. Plane-averaged local potentials along the (-110) direction
plotted in Figures 3a–c show that a potential gradient is created by aligned MA dipole
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Figure 2: Band structures of 2D bulk and edges of perovskites for (a) n = 1, (b) n = 2, and
(c) n = 3 are shown. The band structures are plotted along k-paths X(1/2, 0, 0)–Γ(0, 0, 0)–
M(1/2, 1/2, 0)–X(1/2, 0, 0) and M/2(1/2, 0, 0)–Γ(0, 0, 0) for bulk and ribbon, respectively.
The partial charge densities of (d) the valence band maximum and (e) the conduction band
minimum of 2D bulk and ribbon perovskites at Γ-point are shown for n = 1, 2, and 3. These
are illustrated in the same orientation as Figure 1a.
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Figure 3: Plane-averaged local potentials of 2D perovskite ribbons along (110) for (a) n =
1, (b) n = 2, and (c) n = 3. (d) A schematic diagram of the mechanism of formation of the
localized edge states with lower energies are presented. Projected density of states of Pb and
I atoms are plotted for (e, h) n = 1, (f, i) n = 2, and (g, j) n = 3. (k) The orbital diagram
of a 2D perovskite ribbon structure with finite dipole moment across it is shown.
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moments in noncentrosymmetric configurations. The perovskite ribbons with n > 1 have
finite dipole moments of 4.237 e·A˚ and 3.747 e·A˚ along the (-110) direction for n = 2 and 3,
respectively. Because of this, atomic sites located at different distances away from the edge
experience different electrostatic potentials, as seen in the projected density of states (PDOS)
plotted in Figures 3e–j. For n = 1, the PDOS of each Pb and I atoms are independent of
distance from the edge. However, for n > 1, the PDOS of Pb and I show clear energy shifts
from the higher to lower local potential regions. In these halide perovskites, the electronic
states near the Fermi level are predominantly of I 5p and Pb 6p orbital character. The
energy levels of these atomic orbitals are split under the internal electric field, leading to a
smaller band gap between the band edge states that are naturally located at opposite edges
(Figure 3k). In our calculations, the edge states are localized at the top corners of the edges
instead of being spread over the entire thickness of the edge in the (001) direction (Figures 2d
and e). This is because the absence of BA ions at one of the corners additionally breaks the
symmetry between the top and bottom corners of each edge. In actual samples, we expect
substrate effects and the details of ligand interactions to determine the exact position of the
states on the edge.34
While our DFT layer edge state calculations are restricted to 2D ribbons of finite width,
the conclusions extend to semi-infinite layer edges of macroscopic 2D perovskite flakes. To
show this, we have applied a simple tight binding model (see Supporting Information for
details) to calculate layer edge states of large width ribbons. We find that, as in the DFT
simulations, edge states in the large-width tight-binding model form when there is an in-
plane electric field normal to the edge, and not without such an electric field. It shows that
electronic polarization plays an important role in stabilizing layer edge states. This result
holds for all layer thicknesses (cases n = 1, 2, 3 are explicitly illustrated) as long as this
electric field can be supported.
Besides serving as a location for electronic localization, the edges of 2D perovskites also
play a structural role in determining the direction of ferroelectric alignment of MA cations.
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Figure 4: Top view of n = 2 ribbon structure unit cell and the total energy gain or loss
when a MA ion is reversed. The BA ions are omitted in the structure for clear view and the
total energy of the ribbon without flipping a MA ion is used as a reference level.
It is known that the NH+3 group of MA preferentially forms hydrogen bonds with the halide
anions in halide perovskites.17,27 This fixes the direction of the outermost MA cations at the
edges (Figure 4, red), creating a polarization field that aligns other MA cations adjacent to
it and away from the edges. To investigate the stability of this process, we calculated the
total energy gain or loss from flipping each MA ion in a n = 2 ribbon structure as shown
in Figure 4. At the edge with preferential NH+3 hydrogen bonding, it requires more than
500 meV to flip MA cations (1A or 1B), whereas CH3 hydrogen bonded edges (5A or 5B)
are unstable and release energy of about 100 meV upon flipping of MA cation directions.
MA ions near the edge (2A, 2B,..., 4B) tend to align in the same direction as the outermost
MAs, having positive flipping energies of several hundred meV. This propagates at least
up to the fourth layer into the edge, which is the size of the simulation. Additionally, our
ab − initio MD (AIMD) simulations of bulk 2D perovskites suggest that some ferroelectric
polarization effects persist even in the absence of edge effects, and at room temperature.
These trajectories show that the n = 3 structure in particular displays a tendency for stable
in-plane MA ordering even without anchoring at the edges (Supporting Information Figure
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S3).
Internal electric fields generated at the edges this way are expected to aid carrier sep-
aration. Electrons will preferentially occupy edge regions because of the direction of the
electric field set by NH+3 hydrogen bonding at the edges, while holes will disperse into the
bulk region. Exciton dissociation and separation of electrons and holes by this mechanism
would result in longer luminescence lifetimes at the edges than in the bulk, explaining the
observations in Refs. 19–21. Other electron-hole separation mechanisms can possibly coexist
at the edge. Local optical and electronic experimental probes, such as scanning probe micro-
scopies, would provide interesting directions for further understanding of the edge electronic
structure in these materials.
In conclusion, we have uncovered an intrinsic driver for low-energy localized edge state
formation in 2D hybrid perovskites using first-principles calculations. Our work shows that
layer edge states are stabilized by the ferroelectric alignment of organic cations, leading to
charge separation and long carrier lifetimes at 2D hybrid perovskites edges. The mechanism
presented here enables further design and manipulation of exciton dissociation pathways in
2D hybrid perovksites.
Methods
For DFT calculations, we used the projector-augmented-plane-wave method as implemented
in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP).35,36 We used experimentally reported
cell parameters of (BA)2(MA)n−1PbnI3n+1 from Refs. 14,15 measured by single crystal X-ray
diffraction at room temperature for n =1, 2 and 3. We fully relaxed atomic positions until
the force between atoms became less than 0.01 eV/A˚ using a 500 eV plane-wave cutoff and a
5× 5× 1 Monkhorst-Pack37 k-point mesh. We chose to use the optB88-vdW functional38,39
as it showed the best agreement with experiment in crystallographic parameters of 3D hybrid
perovskite (MA)PbI3.
40
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To investigate electronic structures and total energy changes as MAs flip, we used the
PBE-GGA functional41 with convergence criterion of 10−6 eV. For 2D bulk, a 5 × 5 × 1
Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh was used and for ribbons, extended along the Cartesian x-
axis, 3 × 1 × 1 was used. Dipole correction was considered for noncentrosymmetric ribbon
structures. Spin-orbit coupling was included for electronic structure calculations but not for
structural relaxation and total energy calculation. Further details are shown in Supporting
Information.
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